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This is to serve warning that what ‘the authorities’ are planning for us in the very near
future is a ‘Great Reset’ of what we are accustomed to eating at our daily meals.
Under plans laid out by Klaus Schwab, executive director of the World Economic Forum,
what food ‘is’ and how it is produced are to take a dramatic turn for the worse. From
something broadly natural to something essentially synthetic.
Under the cold technocrat agenda know as ‘The Fourth Industrial Revolution’ and ‘Green
New Deal’ agriculture will have less and less to do with farmers cultivating the land and
more and more to do with the laboratory production of synthetic foods by robots.

The great majority of mankind already carry traces of
dozens of toxic synthetic chemicals in their bodies, with signiﬁcant amounts of the
carcinogenic herbicide glyphosate (Roundup) having been detected in more than 90% of the
tens of thousands tested in Europe and the USA during recent years.
Right now in Holland, Israel and California entirely fake laboratory meat (‘cultured meat’) is
commencing manufacture – using animal based cellular tissue; while nanoparticles are
increasingly being adopted in the processing of many of the mass produced factory foods
found on supermarket shelves today.
The GMO threat is also once again part of the plan, going under a new name: ‘gene editing’.
These are foods that have been molecularly re-engineered to suit the proﬁt motivated
ambitions of the pesticide and pharmaceutical industries. Consuming them on a regular
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basis will irrevocably alter our own DNA to the point where ‘human’ will no longer ﬁt the
description of our species.
Most people are completely unaware of these so called ‘developments’. One of the excuses
used for moving humanity onto a space-age laboratory engineered diet is that scientists in
the pay of the global warming lobby say that dairy cows and beef cattle are causing climate
change due to their natural ﬂatulence negatively eﬀecting the atmospheric methane
balance.
This is at the extreme end of plausible, but only in the case of large scale factory farms on
which cattle are fed entirely inappropriate diets.
This is the same bunch of ‘scientists’ who are warning that earthworms need controlling due
to their supposed negative inﬂuence on the upper atmosphere.
Well, frankly, I would have thought that even the most dim members of the scientiﬁc
community would have thought up something a little more credible for closing down
conventional farming systems. But such is the insanity at large today that almost any theory
backed by enough mass propaganda indoctrination seems capable of achieving its desired
ends.

So let us be reminded of the words of Dr Henry
Kissinger
“Who controls the food supply controls the people.”
Food production coming under the jurisdiction of a centralised global cabal, is a very
dangerous move. Already just six vast seed corporations own and control 80% of the world’s
seed production and distribution.
Using Codex Alimentarius clauses of the World Trade Organisation governments have
already been inﬂuenced to pass laws severely restricting the use of native seeds and a wide
variety of fruit and vegetables once on sale in traditional grocery stores.
The population as a whole is now confronted by the despotic Green New Deal programme
forcing its fake ‘zero carbon’ policy on humanity and weaponising it to be the vector for the
digitalisation and re-engineering of the food chain, as described earlier.
The largely synthetic diet that emerges out of this sterilisation programme will free-up the
land for what is termed ‘re-wilding’, the leisure pursuits of the wealthy and large scale US
style robotic factory farming units.
What to do?
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Here follows a list of immediate actions to take to ensure you don’t get caught-out and ﬁnd
yourself on a corporate/state controlled artiﬁcial GMO diet with no way out.
Immediately cease relying on the supermarket/hypermarket for your main food
purchases. They are global killers of small, diverse and animal friendly farms and
of real food. They will be the ﬁrst to comply with the cabal government controls.
If you are not already living in the countryside or small town/village with direct
links to the surrounding land, plan your move to such a location straight away.
Big cities are saturated with electro magnetic microwaves, CCTV monitors, traﬃc
polluted air and a great excess of sterile concrete. They can no longer support
the health and welfare of sentient humans.
Once in your countryside location, establish contact with a small or medium
sized (SME) pro-ecological and/or traditional farmer and start making your food
purchases ‘direct from the farm’ or via a food cooperative/independent small
shop selling good quality fresh foods from local farms.
Rent, share or buy a piece of land to start your own cultivation on. Make a plan
to grow a percentage of your basic dietary needs on this land. Seek help from
those who have experience, to get you started.
Spend as much time as possible in/with nature. This is the antidote to the
materialistic, mechanistic mind controlled world of urban dependency – the main
target for the WEF’s fake Green New Deal programme of oppression and control.
Learn the skills of gardening, medicinal herb growing and building natural good
health. Particularly build-up your immune system to resist various diseases,
minor sicknesses like a ﬂu called Covid and major sicknesses like cancer and
build into your daily routine a spiritual practice which puts you in touch with your
deeper self and divine origins. This is going to be particularly important in
protecting against dark entities and in opening your life to the vital pathway of
full conscious awareness.
Barter and share wherever possible. The cabal’s aim is to phase out bank notes
and coinage by 2030 at the latest, making people fully dependent on plastic
cards and digital nano-chips inserted under the skin. In both cases total 24/7
surveillance of all activities and direct access to your bank account will be the
order of the day.
Get involved with your local community. Help it become self governing. Share
information (like this) with neighbours and leaders of local authorities. Build
initiatives to get your community linked-up with neighbourhood farms and
woodlands so that these resources can be used to support the needs of the local
community.
Make sure to retain a wood or coal burning stove/boiler and ‘human scale’
agricultural tools for cultivating the land. Learn the skills needed to work the land
with horses. Petroleum and gas are likely to become ever harder to acquire for
all but the 1%, who will retain access to supplies for heating cooking and
transportation purposes. This is not because of a supply shortage – there is none
– but because The Fourth Industrial Revolution/Green Deal is founded on ‘Green
Fascism’, a ‘zero carbon’ policy that will starve the population of access to fossil
fuels and force people into a slavish dependency on the state (cabal) and
conformity with long planned global depopulation goals.
Lastly, let the Changes recommended here be seen as a positive. A welcome challenge for
all concerned. A chance for ‘real life’ to replace the digitalised virtual reality existence of
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today. You will be bringing about a world in which nature and man can ﬁnally start to heal
and return to a state of equilibrium.
Envision and meditate on this healed world now. Make your move the number one priority of
your life and join those already building their arks. Arks destined to become the foundation
stones of a simple, creative and just New Society.
*
Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
Julian Rose is an early pioneer and practitioner of UK organic farming; an entrepreneur and
leader of projects to create self suﬃcient communities based on local supply and demand; a
teacher of holistic life approaches and the author of four books – one of which ‘Creative
Solutions to a World in Crisis’
(https://www.amazon.com/Creative-Solutions-World-Crisis-Locality/dp/6197458217) lays-out
detailed guide-lines for the transformation of society into caring communities built upon
ecological and spiritual awareness, justice and cooperation. See Julian’s website for more
information www.julianrose.info
He is a frequent contributor to Global Research.
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